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Next in point of importance is the question o£ those
services which emhrace the whole country  and not only
bring considerable revenue into the central exchequer but
also enable the federal government to make  its authority
felt by all'citizens.   These are the postal,  telegraph  and
telephone services which are wisely assigned to the control
of the federal authority.   To entrust these to the individual
provinces would mean unnecessary multiplication of autho-
rities, creation of inconvenient diversities and  increase of
the   chances   of friction.   No   federation   has,   therefore,
assigned these to provincial or state governments.   Closely
connected and of equal importance is the commercial ques-
tion which includes the means of transport and  communica-
tions.   It has been pointed out in a preceding chapter how
financial gain by creating opportunities for bigger markets,
uniform trade laws, uniform  coinage, weights and measures
has   helped neighbouring   states  to unite   together.   The
makers of all modern federations were alive to the increasing
commercial advantages which were to accrue to them from
the union.   For this reason in all federal  constitutions we
find these subjects assigned to the federal government.    As
a necessary corollary, banking, and bankruptcy and insol-
vency   laws   are   the subjects of federal   administration.
Similar is the question of all means of transport, the com-
mercial veins and arteries of the country, railways, mercantile
marine and trunk roads.   To entrust their control to the
federal government is essential to the speedy  development
of interstatal commerce.   For the same reason foreign trade
and fisheries, except near the coast, are better administered
by the federal  authority for the whole country than by the
various provinces severally,   A big state is  always in a
better position to secure best commercial  advantages  by
entering into commercial treaties and fiscal arrangements
with foreign nations than a small state.   Analogous to these
questions are patents, copyrights and designs.   A central

